
HOW TO WRITE A RAP LIKE ODD FUTURE MIXTAPE

From their mixtape The Odd Future Tape to Frank Ocean's But Hodgy raps here like someone who doesn't even
remotely care about rapping. . was making and that she's now keeping him the hell away from his Odd.

Some of those releases are brilliant, paradigm-shifting works of violent vision. But really, what the fk is the
big deal about Odd Future? And especially at your age. The youngest member is Earl Sweatshirt, who was
recently sent away to boarding school by his parents. The Earl-abetted story song "Stick Up" has a grisly
imagination and a sharp eye for detail that recalls the era where the Geto Boys and Spice 1 were ascendant.
This one is a little more recognizably Odd Future, with other members of the crew stopping by to leave guest
verses or lend a hand on production. It was mildly terrifying. You end up with their mixtapes, which have
involved raps about drugs, sex, rape, anarchy, Freudian damage, epic self-consciousness, and a purview of the
world mostly involving nihilism, anarchy, and obscenities as vocally nutritious content. I learned this in a
series of conversations with the artist in the weeks prior to the reveal of album No. Tyler was recently signed
by XL Records , which is incredible, because they're an obscure rap group plucked from said obscurity by
legions of music critics â€” Tyler's first mixtape, the self-released Bastard, ended up on many year-end lists.
But at its best, Radical is a fun reminder that these are still just kids bullshitting each other in a basement
somewhere. Instead of making the song a statement regarding racial prejudice among law enforcement,
Sweatshirt simply describes his fantasy to murder the officer and ditch the car. All in all, this is a landmark
album in the quickly-evolving kids-posting-rap-music-online universe. A rap group made up of ten or so
skateboard rats from L. Talk to me about feeling disconnected from your older raps. They followed in the
footsteps of Wu-Tang Clan and their Wu Wear clothing line, realizing that a logo can be just as iconic as the
artists behind it. I paid more attention to what people were saying on my social shit. Finally, why the fk are
they always screaming about "SWAG"? Rappers are descendants of the African griots, Sweatshirt reasons. It
reminds me, in that respect, of the stuff that Dev Hynes is doing lately. It can make a man complacent. Yeah,
let loose some cargo. Where this happens. It's strictly background fare, and it's not even especially pleasant or
interesting, but its existence within the context of Odd Future says a lot about the group. Going through that
existential thing, plus other existential elements of my pops, him being a public figure, the public figure that
he is. The Super 3 is into woozy textures and pillowy keyboard settings, and the music he makes is a far cry
from anything else you'll find on the Odd Future Tumblr. I wondered what you meant by that.


